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Changes to FESA’S Assessment of Building Plans

Following a 12 month trial period, the Fire and Emergency Services Authority (FESA)
recently changed its policy on the range of buildings for which plans and specifications
are assessed. Previously, FESA received plans and specifications for every proposed
new commercial building and significant building redevelopment across the State.
The intent of this change is based on FESA’s operational fire safety requirements
rather than the more broad requirements of the Building Code of Australia (BCA), and
is designed to free up FESA’s resources to concentrate on other life protection for
occupants of higher fire risk buildings.
New building plan assessment policy
FESA will continue to receive all plans for Class 2-9 buildings with a floor area less than
500m2 however will not provide formal comment unless:
•

the building requires system monitoring as specified in Building Code of
Australia Specification E2.2a Clause 7;

•

a submission includes an Alternative Solution which involves fire brigade
intervention;

•

the authority having jurisdiction specifically requests FESA to do so.

FESA’s Built Environment Branch continues to be available to discuss any aspect of a
fire safety nature for proposed commercial buildings, regardless of floor area.
Enquiries may be directed to the Built Environment Branch Duty Officer during working
hours on 9323 9780.
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Advisory Notes are produced by the Building Commission primarily to inform building surveyors and the building industry. The information
contained in this Note is intended for general guidance only and must not be relied upon in any particular set of circumstances. To ascertain your
precise rights and obligations, you should consult a building surveyor or other appropriate professional or refer to the applicable legislation.
Neither the State of Western Australia, nor any agent, agency or emanation thereof, nor any officer, agent or employee of any of them, shall be
liable, in negligence or howsoever, for any fact, representation, assertion, opinion or omission expressly or impliedly set out (or not set out) in the
Advisory Notes which is - (a) or turns out to be wrong, inaccurate, incomplete, misleading, deceptive or otherwise faulty; & (b) relied upon by
anyone to their loss or other detriment.

